
 

Student Learning Assessment (SLA) Response Plan: 

Giving teachers a voice 
 

Issue  

This Fall the provincial government will be launching the third round of the SLA pilot without effectively 

addressing the concerns and issues raised by teachers who were compelled to participate in the first 

two rounds. The Grade 3 teachers affected are wondering how they can make their voices heard and 

promote fundamental changes to government’s approach to student assessment. Moreover, all 

teachers have a stake in promoting pedagogically sound approaches to accountability that facilitate 

teaching and learning, contribute to public assurance and respect teachers’ professional practice and 

judgment. 

Backgrounder 

The third year of the SLA pilot will proceed as announced by the Deputy Minister on 2016 06 15 (see 

attachment) without regard to the objections made by the Association and in spite of commitments 

made by the Minister and his officials to respond to teachers’ concerns.  

18 public/separate/francophone jurisdictions will be taking part in the third round of the pilot. Because 

all four large urban jurisdictions are participating, over 60 per cent of Grade 3 students and teachers will 

be directly affected. 

So why are teachers concerned? Association surveys conducted following the second pilot 

administration of SLAs in the fall of 2015 revealed serious concerns about the implementation and value 

of the SLA program (http://bit.ly/2bmXjGy): 

 Participation in the pilot was not voluntary—teachers were compelled by their boards to 

administer the SLAs. 

 Setting up students to write the SLAs imposed excessive and time-consuming workload 

demands on teachers. 

 Teachers were not permitted to exempt students who, in their professional judgment, could not 

respond meaningfully to the test—this decision was reserved to the superintendent (in 2016, 

the authority to exempt a student will be downloaded to the school principal). 

 Some schools lacked sufficient information technology infrastructure and equipment to 

efficiently administer the online test items—some experienced crashes and system outages. 

 Administering the SLAs took valuable time away from more useful classroom learning activities 

at a critical point in the school year. 

 In jurisdictions that have their own standardized assessment programs, SLAs contribute to the 

over-testing of students. 

 Curriculum fit and design of some questions was faulty, leading teachers to question the 

reliability and validity of the test. 

 SLAs returned little or no additional value to teachers—by the time the tests were being 

administered, teachers had already developed sound insights about their students through 

routine classroom interaction, teacher-directed assessment and individual observation. 

 Very few parents sought out or made use of SLA data. 
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Teachers Respond 

Responsibility for the decision to proceed as is with the third round of the SLA pilot ultimately lies with 

Minister of Education Dave Eggen. He needs to hear from teachers directly about their experience with 

implementing the program—he needs to be in the loop! 

Teachers affected by SLA should send very brief messages (“Tweets”) to the Minister describing in real 

time how the program is affecting their classrooms and their professional practice: 

 The messages should be very short and informal, factual and polite; ideally the message should 

be communicated by e-mail in the length of a Tweet—140 characters. 

 Individual teachers should send multiple messages documenting their experiences as they set 

about planning, preparing, administering, processing and using the SLA—the impact of the 

messages will be in their quantity as much as their content. 

 Messages should be sent by e-mail, from teachers’ personal e-mail accounts, to the Minister of 

Education at education.minister@gov.ab.ca and (blind) copied to myvoice@ata.ab.ca. Some 

teachers may opt to add to the impact of their message by sending it on Twitter to 

@davideggenAB including the hashtag #abed. Teachers can also increase their messages’ impact 

by requesting a response, simply by adding “Respond please” to the message. 

 Every teacher, whether participating in the pilot or not, whether teaching Grade 3 or not can 

support the initiative by messaging how SLAs might be indirectly affecting them or by 

messaging how they are becoming familiar with students and their learning needs without 

having to administer an SLA. 

Sample Messages (For Illustration Only) 

From a Grade 3 teacher administering the SLA: 

 “Was just voluntold to give every one of my kids the SLA. No choice, no judgment allowed.” 

 “Dave, I was just called in by my board to receive SLA orientation. I’m supposed to be on 

holidays with my family. Respond please!” 

 “Just spent 4 hours entering student data for students writing SLAs.” 

 “Today I advised teachers in my school that they would have to administer SLAs as well as 

HLATs. Why are we administering multiple standardized tests to the same students?” 

 “I’m waiting for computer system to be fixed so that I can try again to give my students the SLA.” 

 “Ali can’t speak English very well but he has to complete the SLA—how is this valid or useful?” 

 “Just had my meet-the-teacher night. Not a single parent asked about their child’s SLA result.” 

 “Reviewed student results from SLA administration. Learned nothing I didn’t already know.  

Mr Eggen, I don’t think this is what you intended.” 

 “We’ll be cancelling art and music class this week for SLAs—just wanted to keep you in the loop 

Dave.” 

 

From a Grade 3 teacher not administering the SLA: 

 “Assessing my students’ readiness to learn Grade 3 material the old fashioned way—by teaching 

them.” 

 “Just had a great division meeting with other elementary teachers to pass along insights learned 

about different students’ learning needs—Team not tests!” 

 “Had a great day teaching my kids. Thanks Minister for not making my school district waste time 

with SLAs.” 

mailto:education.minister@gov.ab.ca
mailto:myvoice@ata.ab.ca
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  “Met with parents this evening for rich conversations about their children’s learning. No need 

for SLAs.”  

 “Just had coffee with a friend whose jurisdiction is running SLAs. She is not a happy camper—

thought you should know.” 

 

From a Grade 5 teacher in a district administering SLAs: 

 “Watching my colleagues spend valuable personal and class time to make the SLA work—

frustrated but professional.” 

 “My grade 5 science simulation activity is on hold for now—can’t get into the computer lab 

while SLAs are being given.” 

 “Talk in the staff room is all about SLAs: Very pro-student, very anti-test.” 

 “Grade 3 teacher friend says to me about SLAs: ‘Well that’s three days of my life I’ll never get 

back!’ Thought you should know Dave.” 

 “I’m starting my year and getting to know my students without the benefit of SLAs…Can’t say 

I’m missing anything.” 

 “Should elementary teachers be using that sort of language, even if they are talking about SLAs? 

Good thing there were no kids around!” 

 

From a Grade 11 math teacher 

 “I’m hearing a lot of chatter about SLAs, little if anything positive. What is the department trying 

to accomplish Minister?” 

 “A big part of my job as a teacher is assessing what my students know, how they learn, and how 

I can help them—I do it every day without having to have a standardized test foisted on me.” 

 “Dave, as a teacher yourself, how do you justify the SLA program?” 

 “Great news on curriculum Dave—I’m excited about becoming involved. The next step is to get 

student assessment right, beginning at Grade 3.” 

Mounting an Effective Campaign 

The encouragement, support and example set by local leaders will be essential to convincing teachers to 

send their messages to the Minister about the SLA program. Here are some messages that may be 

helpful: 

 We are just asking teachers to tell the truth by telling their stories. 

 This is a high impact strategy with low barriers to participation. Little additional time or effort on 

the part of participating teachers is required to send a message that will make a difference. 

 Teachers can choose how they wish to engage and how visible they want to be. Those who want 

to make a public statement can do so using Twitter, otherwise, a simple, personal e-mail to the 

Minister will get the job done. Individual teachers can tune up or turn down the tone of their 

messages as they see fit and are comfortable. 

 Securing a high level of participation is essential for the success of the program—the impact 

upon the Minister and future government programs depends upon demonstrating teacher 

resolve by delivering large numbers of messages directly to the minister responsible. 

 Although it is too late to stop the third round of the SLA pilot, this initiative will influence 

government’s decisions about implementing the SLA program on an ongoing basis and on 

student assessment policy generally. Its impact may well be long term, reaching across all 

grades. 
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2016-17 Grade 3 Student Learning Assessment Pilot  

Participating Jurisdictions  
 

As reported by Alberta Education, the following 20 school authorities will participate in the 2016-17 

Student Learning Assessment Pilot.  

Metro School Authorities 

 Edmonton Roman Catholic Separate School District 

 Edmonton School District  

 Calgary Roman Catholic Separate School District 

 Calgary School District  

Urban School Authorities  

 Battle River Regional Division  

 Christ the Redeemer Catholic Separate Regional Division  

 Elk Island Catholic Separate Regional Division  

 Grande Prairie School District  

 Medicine Hat School District  

 Parkland School Division Rural School Authorities  

 Evergreen Catholic Separate Regional Division  

 Holy Family Catholic Regional Division  

 Northern Gateway Regional Division 

 Peace River School Division  

 Sturgeon School Division  

 Westwind School Division  

Francophone School Authorities  

 Greater North Central Francophone Education Region  

 Northwest Francophone Education Region  

Others  

 Peigan Band  

 Airdrie Koinonia Christian School Society 
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2016-17 Grade 3 Student Learning Assessment Pilot  

Government’s Plan 
 

The text below is excerpted from Deputy Minister Curtis Clarke’s email to school jurisdictions 

sent June 15, 2016  

We have reviewed the second pilot year and are pleased to report that feedback indicates marked 

improvements in 2015. Improvements were noted in the assessment instrument, SLA 

Application, professional learning supports and results reports for the digital questions (see 

attached Summary of Feedback to Alberta Education). That said, improvements are still needed. 

We will continue to refine the SLA in a thoughtful and deliberate manner throughout the pilot 

phase. Alberta Education’s goal is for the SLAs to be the trusted beginning-of-the-year 

assessment tool for teachers, superintendents, principals, parents and students. 

  

Going forward the SLA will focus only on the first two purposes of assessment: improving 

student learning and enhancing instruction for students. While the SLA is helpful in providing 

assurance at the local level, it will not be used in the Accountability Pillar. In 2016/17, Alberta 

Education will, in collaboration with stakeholders, determine the best approach to providing 

assurance at the provincial level.  

  

Alberta Education has learned that some school authorities, to varying degrees, are using local 

beginning-of-the-year student assessments, including or in addition to Grade 3. These include 

locally developed and commercial assessments. Building on the Grade 3 SLA pilot evaluation to 

date, there is a need to better understand the value of the Grade 3 pilot SLA within the broader 

context of Grade 3 beginning of the year assessment practices across the province. This includes 

looking at potential areas of duplication of effort and addressing concerns of increased teacher 

workload. 

  

With this in mind, I am pleased to share the following information about Year 3 of the Grade 3 

SLA pilot in the 2016/17 school year. 

  

Participation for 2016/17 

A more focused approach to the pilot will occur this year. Participation in Year 3 of the pilot will 

be limited to a sample of approximately 20 publicly funded school authorities who choose to opt 

in.  
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Deputy Minister Curtis Clarke’s email continued…  

The stratified random sample will include metro, urban and rural school authorities, as well as 

Francophone, First Nations, Métis and Inuit perspectives. All school authorities participating in 

the sample will use all four digital question and performance task components. School authorities 

participating in the sample will work with Alberta Education to ascertain the value of the SLA 

and help inform its evolution.   

  

New this year 

 Starting in September 2016, Alberta Education will provide reports on student results within 

24 hours of a class completing the digital questions.  
 The Grade 3 SLA will be available to participating teachers to re-administer at their 

discretion throughout the school year to further support learning and instruction. 
 Principals of participating schools, instead of superintendents, can excuse individual students 

from the SLA in consultation with teachers and parents. 
 Parents of participating schools will have access to a parent-friendly report, through teachers, 

for the digital questions marked by the province. 
 Superintendents will have access to a high-level report that provides an overview of school 

authority and school results for the digital questions.  

  

Similar to last year 

 The Grade 3 SLA will continue to comprise both digital literacy and numeracy questions 

(marked by Alberta Education) as well as literacy and numeracy performance tasks (marked 

by teachers with results shared locally).  

 Teachers will have preview access to the 2016 SLA assessment instrument from August 15 to 

31, 2016. 
 The Grade 3 SLA will be available for administration starting September 1, 2016, and there is 

no administration closing date. Participating school authorities are encouraged to use the 

SLA as soon as possible to maximize the value of this beginning-of-the-year assessment. 
 Principals and teachers will continue to have access to individual student and class reports for 

the digital questions. 

 Student results will continue to be available to parents through teachers. 
 Alberta Education will provide funding to participating school authorities to help support 

local marking of performance tasks. This funding will be provided to school authorities at the 

beginning of the school year. 
 Alberta Education staff will continue to work closely with the Alberta Regional Professional 

Development Consortia to provide robust implementation supports for teachers. 
  

  


